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YAMAHA SKY offers a unique aerial application for Precision
Incendiary Dropping in conjunction with the RainDance Systems
R3 Incendiary Device. Our scaled FAZER pre-programmable
helicopter provides precision application of incendiary ignition
capsules to a precise point, with zero risk or harm to firefighters
and manned aircraft pilots.
YAMAHA SKY Incendiary application provides a full services
offering with our qualified crew and skilled flying all covered by
the YAMAHA SKY insurance.
YAMAHA SKY Incendiary Dropping applications offers:
•GPS TracMap proof of our flight path application
•Highly accurate capsule dropping with full failsafe mechanisms

by RainDance.
•High endurance, longer flight time for EVLOS, BVLOS and Night

Operations.
•Higher payload than any other drones.
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WHY RISK HUMAN LIFE ?
Fire back burning operations requires incendiary dropping in the most hazardous and risky flight conditions.
The dropping of incendiary devices with manned helicopters requires extreme flying skill and is often conducted within the Height Velocity Curve or ‘Dead Mans
Curve’, where risk to flight and human survival are at
their lowest.
The YAMAHA FAZER Pre-programmed unmanned
helicopter can conduct ‘low and slow’ operations
without the risk to human life.
We can also operate at night and Beyond Visual Line
Of Sight (BVLOS) with our CASA approval.

WHY RISK HUMAN LIFE !
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YAMAHA FAZER UNMANNED HELICOPTER SPECIFICATIONS

Trialled by Parks and Wildlife Service, WA

Overall length:
Overall height:
Payload:
Endurance:
Controller:

Department of Biodiversity, Conservation
and Attractions.

Engine:
Fuel:
Ceiling height:
Maximum speed:

3665 mm
1075 mm
39.5Kg
100 minutes (12lt tank)
Dual - programmable tablet plus
manual controller
390cc, 4 stroke, 2 cylinder
91/98 octane
2,800m
72 km/h (20m/s)

RAINDANCE Systems from Perth, Australia have
been making the incendiary devices since 2003. They
have become a world leader having accomplished FAA
(US & Canada), CASA (Aust.) approval.
YAMAHA has teamed up with Raindance to mount the
Raindance R3 directly under the FAZER helicopter,
with its full on-ground remote control and GPS tagging
of each incendiary drop.
Capsule are dispensed between 1 and 240 per minute.
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